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Wafers offer a unique sensorial experience to consumers. Driven by consumer trends towards 

products which are lighter but still indulgent, the wafer category is expected to grow further. Wafers 

are seldom eaten alone and are often combined with components with a contrasting texture, such as 

chocolate or ice cream. Wafers are intermediate components used in the manufacture of several top-

selling confectionery products. The crispness and lightness contrasts well with soft cream or 

chocolate. The level of crispness and its retention over shelf life are critical parameters for the quality 

of wafer based confectionery products. 

Wafers have been manufactured and marketed successfully for decades. During this time, minor 

additions/modifications have been made to suit local requirements. Much literature relates to bread 

or biscuit baking which has little relevance to wafer1. The architecture of a flat wafer shows gas 

bubbles dispersed in a solid phase (Figure 2). The non-homogeneity of gas cell size, shape and 

distribution suggests that a wafer can be considered as ‘anisotropic foam’. The arrangement of solids 

and gas cells in solid foam such as a wafer determines its mechanical properties and can therefore 

influence sensory perception2. In order to vary and control wafer texture, it is important to 

understand the science behind the structure formation during the baking process. 

 

Figure 2: Wafer architecture – a cross-section under confocal microscope 

Essential factors in wafer structure formation 

Wafers are formed from flour and water dispersions (batter) with small amounts of fat, sugar, salt 

and sodium bicarbonate, which are mixed and then confined in preheated moulds3. Yeast may be 

used in place or in addition to sodium bicarbonate. Gassing and steam generated during baking are 

reported to create pressure, and the moisture content of the batter (50-60 per cent) falls to a low level, 
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typically around one per cent towards the end of the baking process. The arrangement of solids and 

gas cells in wafers during the baking process can be attributed mainly to three factors (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3: The essential factors in wafer structure development (5) 

Gassing agents – incorporation of gas phase 

As seen from the microstructure, incorporation of a gas phase is an essential feature of wafer baking. 

It is known that the volume of batter deposited is considerably less compared to the volume between 

the plates. The gassing process is an integral part of spreading the batter and filling the volume 

between the baking plates. The onset of gassing occurs during the first few seconds of baking. The 

generation of carbon dioxide, from reactions taking place within batter mixing, is the major 

leavening force in wafer baking. The two common methods of generating this gas within batter 

involve yeast fermentation and chemical leavening systems. 

Consolidating the solid phase – starch gelatinisation 

Wheat flour consists principally of starch granules (some of these are damaged during milling) and 

fragments of the protein matrix. Gelatinisation of the starch component occurs within the first few 

seconds of baking. Gelatinisation is the disruption of the crystalline starch granule, and it occurs 

when starch is heated in the presence of water around/above 60°C. The granules may swell until the 

volume is as much as five times the original. As the size of the granule increases, the mixture 

becomes viscous. The extent of gelatinisation depends on the amount of water present and its 

availability to the starch granule (Figure 4). If the proportion of starch to water is sufficiently great, 

the starch molecules form a network with the water enclosed in its sponge-like meshes and a gel is 

produced6. This is the process of increasing batter viscosity during baking, which controls the 

development of the gas cells. The protein portion of wheat flour might have considerable influence 

on the viscosity of batter before baking but little influence during the baking process7. 

Heat transfer – structure development and fixation 

As described above, wafer baking principally involves the development of a foam structure by gas 

cell formation (gas phase) and gelatinisation of the starch component (solid phase). Wafer baking 

ovens have several pairs of plates, continuously circulating on a chain. They can be gas or 

electrically heated and usually operate at temperatures between 140 and 180°C. When the plate 

temperature is high, the heat transfer from plates to batter is faster. These changes in heat transfer can 

influence the rate of starch gelatinisation and eventually the strength of the foam structure in wafer. 
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The heat transfer in wafer baking ovens might involve conduction, radiation and convection 

mechanisms to varying degrees. The gap between the pair of heating plates is set according to the 

body thickness of the product. Variation in plate separation can influence the heat transfer from the 

hot plates to the centre. The baking plates usually carry precisely machined reedings or other 

engravings with various pitches and depths. The reeding on wafers is primarily considered to 

increase the mechanical strength of the wafer sheet for production handling due to the increased 

amount of small-cell foam with its increased strength. However, another important aspect of reeding 

is heat delivery to the batter4. 

Dynamics of wafer baking process 

It is possible to follow the gradual formation of microstructure in wafers by analysing it at various 

stages of the baking process. Considerable changes seem to happen during the first 30 seconds, when 

the microstructure develops in a phased manner. Sundara et al hypothesised the flat wafer baking 

process as the competition between gassing and viscous gelatinised starch within the two heated 

plates. This seemed to result in the development of five-layers in a phased manner4. When batter is 

deposited on a hot plate, nucleate boiling occurs at the contact between the hot plate and the batter. 

As the water for nucleate boiling comes from within the batter, a dry skin will form next to the metal 

due to water vapour being pushed away. A small quantity of water is being used in this process. The 

gelatinised starch and trapped gases at this contact point are expected to dry instantaneously due to 

their proximity to the heat source. This corresponds to layers one and five in Figure 5. The skin layer 

will act as an insulating layer and delay heat transfer from the hot plates to the centre of the batter. 

 

Figure 5: Time-scale of baking process to develop a five-layer wafer structure (5) 
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During the next couple of seconds, a subsurface layer will reach sufficient temperature (≥ 60°C) for 

starch to start gelatinising. The gelatinised starch can now increase in viscosity and try to restrict the 

growth of gas bubbles formed from gassing agents. When the top plate closes, a similar process for 

the formation of a subsurface layer is expected to happen. Due to the insulating effect of the surface 

and sub-surface layers, heat transfer to the centre of the product is delayed. However, the audible 

hissing suggests that the gassing agent remains active in spreading the batter to non-deposit areas. 

The delay in heat transfer slows down the gelatinisation of starch, making it less viscous in the 

centre, thereby allowing gas bubbles in the centre to grow bigger5. 

Earlier researchers reported that the solid to gas ratio (relative density) and gas cell distribution are 

major factors in determining the texture of cellular solids such as wafers8. The experimental results 

suggested that the first 30 seconds of baking were the most important phase for the formation of 

microstructure in flat wafers. At this stage, the solids and voids seem to be in their respective places, 

however a considerable quantity of moisture is held by the product. Subsequent baking time was 

responsible for the development of colour and flavour due to Maillard reaction and drying. 

Conclusions 

Creation and control of wafer texture is critical to enable the development of new products with 

varied crispness. The architecture of flat wafer shows gas bubbles dispersed in a dried gelatinised 

starch (solid) phase. The texture of the brittle foam is determined by its structure; the relative 

amounts of gas to solid phase, bubble size, shape and distribution. The dynamics of the baking 

process explain the importance of heat transfer, gassing agent and the viscosity of gelatinised starch 

in wafer structure formation. When viscosity of gelatinising starch dominates, it limits the growth of 

gas cells, resulting in thicker cell walls and therefore a harder structure. When gassing dominates, it 

encourages the gas cell growth, thereby resulting in thinner cell walls and a weaker structure. Wafer 

texture can be influenced by manipulation of heat delivery to the batter and an alternative way of 

delaying or advancing the gelatinisation of starch is by varying plate distance, plate temperature or 

surface area. 
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